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COUNTERTRADE AS A METHOD TO ENTER
CLOSED MARKETS

A. Ercan GEGEZ*

Özet
Bu çalışmanın amacı uluslararası pazarlama açısından, belirli pazarlara girişte karşılık
ticaretin önemini vurgulamaktır. Arkasında yatan basit ticaret mantığına rağmen, karşılıklı
ticaret halen uluslararası pazarlarda (özellikle bazı pazarlarda) yoğun bir şekilde kullanılan bir
araç haline gelmiştir. Karşılıklı ticaretin taraflara sunduğu bir takım avantaj ve dezavantajları
mevcuttur. Karşılıklı ticaretin uluslararası pazarlarda sıkça kullanılır olmasının en önemli
nedenlerinden biri özellikle döviz sıkıntısının yaşandığı bazı önemli pazarlara girişte zaman
zaman tek alternatif olmasından kaynaklanmaktadır.
lı

Introduction
Countertrade - particularly the barter- is one of the oldest forms oftrade which
enabled the survival of primi ti ve tribes in the early times. Ironically, countertrade has
been used within developed technology and military products frequently. Probably,
not the sophistication but the popularity of countertrade has been increasing over the
years. Despite its unsophisticated nature, countertrade plays an important role it total
world trade. Paradoxically, while some nations insist on countertrade for some reasons, some countries are reluctant to be involved in a countertrade practice. The same
is true for fırms as well. Among the fırms, as well as scholars, there are many contradictory assessments regarding the practice of countrertrade in overseas business
deals.
No matter who is right or wrong, there is a reality that countertrade still has an
influence on world trade from the standpoint of developing nations. Therefore, countertrade deserves a serious consideration and it is worthwhile to study countertrade
and its effects on world trade. Due to its popularity, countertade has been subject to
various studies concentrating on different perspectives of this practice.
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lmportance Of Countertrade
Countertrade has emerged since the early 1970s as an increasingly common
element of world trade. Formerly thc almost exclusive domain of socialist states,
most trading countries are now involved, directly or as third parties, in countertrade
(Bouyahiaoui & Burton 1993). Countertrade transactions may be relatively simple,
involving only two countries or companies, or quite complex, involving a number of
countries, companies, currencies, and contracts (Culpan: 1986: 375).
Whereas its role is increasing in world trade, countertrade is still a daunting
in
term the business circle. Many international firms are reluctant to be involved in
countertrade. üne of the most important reasons of this reluctancy is insuffıcient
knowledge of countertrade by international firms. According to Beamish, Morrison
and Rosenzweig (1997: 80) countertrade contracts can be very complicated and costly to negotiate and to execute. They are filled with pitfalls for the unwary exporter.
ünly 1 in 10 countertrade arrangements is ever finalized. For an inexperienced
exporter or an exporter who is not familiar with countertrade, the best course of
action is to seek the advice and support of an experienced countertrader. Many
exporters have been caught unaware when countertrade demands are introduced in
the negotiation process ofa trade arrangement. Then, what is the magic of countertrade? If it is such a complex and unwanted method, why does its share in world trade
still increase?
Among the scholars there are some strategic approaches to countertrade. For
instance, according to Michaels (1989: 12), due to the requirements of strategic marketing, The U.S. must use countertrade asa competitive international marketing and
trade strategy. lt is imposed by the circumstances of the international and global marketing arena.
üne of the interesting dimensions of countertrade is its visible and invisible
nature. üne of the reasons ofthis complexity is, as Elderkin and Norquist (1987: 37)
emphasize, the difference between the percentage of world trade that is straight countertrade and trade that involves countertrade. Therefore, it is not easy to find an exact
volume figure for countertrade.
The other interesting aspect of countertrade is its industry specific importance.
Many business negotiations, particularly in the defense and aircraft industry has frequently resulted in countertrade agreements. This has been one of the distinguishing
characteristics of countertrade.
ln spite of the speculative estimates about the exact volume of countertrade in
world trade, one should awake to the fact that its comparative share in world trade is
on the increase.

Advantages Of Countertrade
According to a study by Neale and Shipley (1988:65), among the international countertraders, the numbers of executives quoting some degree of benefit are generally high, with primacy given to the allowing of entry into difficult markets, the
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increase in company competitiveness afforded and the opportunity to increase sales
volume.
Probably, the reason behind the fact that countertrade still plays an important
role in world trade is chronic shortage of hard currency problems of some developing countries. Since an advantage of countertrade stems from its potential for preserving hard currency and its positive contribution to the balance of trade, among the
rare alternatives for a country who wants to trade with other nations is countertrade.
ln addition, from the standpoint of hard currency shortages, particularly the fırms
from lcss developed countries prefer countertrade. While this allows the importer to
save hard currency, it also allows the exporter to sell its goods which would otherwise be imposible without countertrade.
As Culpan points out (1983: 135), from a marketing standpoint, countertrade
arrangements allow a MNC to penetrate into a new market or to expand its existing
market share. Thus, through countertrade mechanisms, an international fırın might
gain an edge over its competitors in these market environments.
Countertrade is entered into a measure of good faith to preserve traditional
markets that would otherwise be lost to competitors more prepared to countertrade,
and because a willingness to countertrade is often a quid pro quo for access to raw
materials and cheap production locations (Bouyahiaoui & Burton 1993). From the
standpoint of maintaining market position, particularly during the recessionary times,
countertrade plays a vital role in not interrupting current trade flow.

Drawbacks Of Countertrade
The fırst and most frequently cited criticism is that countertrade is a disguised
form of protectionism andan underlying force in the potential breakdown in the multilateral system. Another negative aspect of countertrade is its complexity and risk.
The risks associated with the political, legal, economic, and cultural environment in
the importing country add to the overall complexity and time commitment involved
in drafting and implementing the contracts (Michaels 1989: 1O).
Another problem emerges in determining the exact values of countertraded
goods and then in fınding potential markets for offered goods. From the standpoint
of the seller, these problems are not easy-to-solve type problems and require a great
deal of experience and knowledge of counteıirade. Also, the inferior quality of countertraded goods is another problem that is encountered.

Forms Of Countertrade
Depending ona shallow or detailed approach, countertrade varies in its forms .
Countertrade is a blanket word which covers some different ways of doing business
with a partial cash payment or without cash payment. Also, there is not a concensus
on the types of countertrade in terms of business terminology. As Neale and Shipley
(1988: 58) point out countertrade can be conducted in a variety of forms, and the
terms which are applied to the main modes of trading vary, often interchangeably,
creating some confusion. The various forms of countertrade all have a common fea165
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ture: reciprocity. In each case, a seller provides a buyer with goods (or services) and
undertakes in return to purchase goods (or services) from the buyer (Neale, Pass and
Shipley 1993: 17).
From a broad perspecti ve, according to Terpstra and Sarathy ( 1991: 5 85), there
are five forıns of countertrade. These are barter, counterpurchase, offset, buyback
and switch trading.
Barter. Barter, which can be described as goods for goods without money, is
not only the simplest form of countertrade but also the oldest form of trade in the
world. Simply put, barter is exchange of goods in equal value without money.
For example, in 1996 the State Trading Corporation of India agreed to
exchange wheat and other grains to Turkmenistan in return for cotton. Similarly,
Azerbaijan agreed to import 100,000 tons of wheat from Romania, following a poor
harvest in Azerbaijan anda bumper crop in Romania. Payment by Azerbaijan was in
the form of crude oil (Griffin and Pustay 1999: 662).
Simply due to its inability to meet complex needs of today's world trade, barter
is not a commonly used form of countertrade where other types of countertrade can
easily match today's more sophisticated commercial needs. Within a barter agreement, a third party is never involved, but only a seller and a buyer. In todays' sophisticated trade mechanism, barter trade is a problematic approach in terms of exact
price value and usually limited selling opportunities of goods received. This is the
main reason why barter is not a frequently used countertrade practice.
Counterpurchase. Counterpurchase, in a sense, is a litlle more sophisticated
form of barter. In this type of countertrade, contrary to the barter, money is involved.
Counterpurchase is another form of countertrade in which a percentage of the contract value is paid in cash and the rest is taken back in the form of goods.
Offset. Offset is a frequently used countertrade form in defense-related and
high-priced products. Offset trade enables the importing country to produce part of
an exported good. Thus offset trade is an economic alternative from the standpoint
of saving the money of the importing country. In their study about Algerian's countertrade experience, Bouyahiaoui & Burton (1993) emphasize that foreign partners
have been encouraged to include an element of countertrade when bidding for government tenders, and those that choose to do so may be given preference in the tender process in order to improve Algeria's balance of trade (by guaranteeing that
exports would increase in steps with its imports) and to preserve hard currency. A
similar approach is true for the Turkish govemment who insisted on an offsett agreement for the procurement of Sikorsky helicopters.
According to Liesch ( 1993: 12), this type of imposed offset requirement for an
exchange is called govemment mandated countertrade whereas the other type voluntary countertrade might be considered asa corporate, competitive, largely marketing
device undertaken by firms to broaden their competitive strategy options.
Buyback (Compensation). Buyback involves an agreement between the
exporter and the importer in which exporter undertakes to buy back some portion of
output produced by the equipment that the exporter already sold.
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üne example is an agreement between Levi Strauss and Hungary. The company transferred the know-how and the Levi's trademark to Hungary. A Hungarian
fırın began producing Levi's products. Some of the output is sold in Hungary. The
rest is marketed throughout Europe by Levi Strauss. Such buyback arrangements are
being used with many developing and newly industrialized countries (Czinkota,
Ronkainen & Tarrant 1995: 178). in this form of countertrade, it is not unusual to see
the current customers as potential competitors in the near future.
Switch Trading. in switch trading, a third party with expertise in providing
services such as finance, marketing and legal matters, is involved in trade arrangements .
in all these forms, countertrade may involve specialist brokers or agents, one
or more contracts, one or more deliveries while payment by goods may be partial or
complete. Furthermore, more complex deals may even involve a mixture of different
forms of countertrade (Neale and Shipley 1988: 59).
The Role Of Countertrade in International Marketing
It is a well-known fact that one of the chronic problems of Eastem European
Socialist countries and many developing nations has been their shortage of hard foreign currency. If exchange revenues or credit opportunities are exhausted for a
country, some types of countertrading may be the only viable altemative for trading.
Furthermore, a quick review of the economics of those countries under consideration
reflects that there is an economic slump accompanied by balance-of-payment and
debt problems (Culpan 1983: 129).

More and more developing countries and centrally planned economies are
demanding obligatory countertrade arrangements as the only acceptable form of
intemational trade (Michaels 1989: 1O). Countertrade has tumed out to be a key for
closed markets who are short of currency. in this way countertrade plays an important role in leading a way to trade flow.
From the standpoint of intemational marketers, sometimes countertrade is the
only way to enter a particular market with high demand but weak fınancial potential.
In today's cut-throat competition, a market gained, let be it through cash or countertrade, is a success against a competitor. Although, Neale and Shipley (1988: 60)
claim that countertrade does not seem to be generally regarded as a tool for the modem marketing manager, sometimes it is the only way to enter specific world markets
and therefore the only entry mode which should be evaluated by marketing managers. For instance, as Aki? (1993: 22) points out, Turkey's 1984 countertrade agreement with former USSR which involved the purchase of natural gas, created a new
market for Turkish fırms.
Another balancing role of countertrade arises in the product life cycle. Neale
and Shipley (1988: 59) emphasize that countertrade may be useful during the decline
stage of the product life-cycle by faciliating the disposal of faltering products when
there is no immediate altemative to divestınent of the product concemed. Similar
logic would explain the use of countertrade during a new product launch.
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Forward-looking companies are using countertrade asa tool to improve market position. Companies that accept countertrade grudgingly -on the hasis that, bad
as it is, it's better than no sale at all- will fınd that attitude a drawback. Increasingly,
firms are seeking out countertrade opportunities that could lead to an expansion of
their markets (Czinkota, Ronkainen and Tarrant 1995: 181).

Conclusions
Countertrade has been one of the interesting market entry methods in overcoming high barrier with developing countries starving for new products but having
limited currency to fınance their needs. üne ınajor conclusion that can be drawn from
this paper can be the increasing acceptance of market opening role of countertrade
practices. This thinking leads to strategic value of countertrade altemative for developed country fırms looking for new markets to enter around the world. Despite the
fact that countertrade has a distorting effect on free world trade, it can easily be used
as a strategic tool in market entry. in order to take advantage of existing opportunities offered by countertrade in market entry, intemational fırms should be able to
comprehend why countertrade hasa vital importance in gaining access to some diffıcult markets.
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